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 ONLINE MEETING - HRISTO BOTEV PRIMERY SCHOOL - Sliven - Bulgaria  

18 – 24 April 2021- “Famous people and customs“  

The mobility organized by the Bulgarian partners in online mode, 

following the anti Covid 19 restrictions, began on the 18th with the 

opening ceremony and the virtual tour of the school. 

Day 19 followed the virtual tour of Bulgaria with a video on the 10 most 

beautiful and incredible places in the country, such as Devetashka Cave 

and the eyes of God in the Prohodna Quarry: 

 
 

Following the meeting, a video of a virtual tour of the host city, Sliven and 

of the famous festivals and traditions in Bulgaria was also shown: 



 
Day 19 the works planned for the meeting were shared, i.e. the 

presentations made by the students on famous people from the past of 

each country: the class involved, the II C of the Rosso Middle School of 

San Secondo, made a presentation on Andrea Camilleri and the Sicilian 

character of Montalbano he created. 

The following days the students, together with their teachers, worked on 

the creation of presentations on well-known personalities from the 

current world famous all over the world: for Italy the designers Dolce 

and Gabbana, the singer Laura Pausini, the world Olympic champion Bebe 

Vio and astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti were chosen. Day 21 the 

meeting opened with the presence of the Romanian actress Maia 

Morgenstern, famous for having interpreted the role of Mary in the film 

directed by Mel Gibson "The Passion" about the life of Jesus. Subsequently 

the works of each country were shared, which were published in virtual 

folders created by the Bulgarian school in which each included a character 

from each member country. 



To underline the diligent commitment of the pupils who, despite being in 

Dad mode, were able to follow the instructions of the teachers and 

quickly complete the required work. 

Day 22 there was a practical activity, an art workshop entitled "Be 

creative" in which the students were invited to create with materials such 

as paper, glue, ribbons, bows etc ... masks depicting a typical character of 

the Bulgarian tradition called Kuker, of ancient origin, as well as the 

traditional Easter eggs that are part of the typical Bulgarian festivities, a 

moment to be able to put their creativity in motion with what they had 

available at home: 

 

 
 

On day 23 the pupils interacted and practiced the English language with 

an interactive game on famous people, while on day 24 the host school 

organized a workshop entitled "Folk dances": while listening to the 



traditional music of each country involved, the students were called to 

express their feelings with images and colors: 

 

 

Day 24 the meeting ended with the exhibition of the products made 

according to the theme of the project: e-books, blogs, eggs, masks, images 

- the delivery of the Certificates and the final monitoring with the 

planning of the next staff meeting organized by Turkey. 

Following are the links of the presentations created by the students with 

the collaboration of the teachers Sandra Ginevra and Maria Rina Dell’Utri: 

Book Creator - 2 C (Andrea Camilleri) 

Laura Pausini (thinglink.com) 

Tarantelle italiane (thinglink.com)   

The contact person of the project 

                                                               Chiara Distefano 

https://read.bookcreator.com/elNo61doRQZNLFncJ6QnmZLM7yc2/ieP_l5FrR6KVTRmSxBICKw
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1438948465999609858
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1441101155798089731

